INTRODUCTION
Honeycomb sandwich structures are widely used in aerospace for their structural efficiency but one drawback has always been the cost of inspection. Inspection is required in these structures as they are normally highly loaded and relatively sensitive to the presence of defects. The manufacturing processes used (typically brazing, diffusion bonding or adhesive bonding) cannot be relied upon to produce defect free parts and thus a fairly lengthy and expensive inspection is performed.
BFGoodrich Aerospace/ Aerostructures Group (BFGoodrich) is the Thermal Protection System (TPS) integrator for the X-33lVenturestar single stage to orbit program that is intended to replace the existing Space Shuttle system. Among the many differences between the X-33 and the Shuttle are those aimed at reducing maintenance costs and schedules and one of these is in the area ofTPS maintenance. The metallic TPS developed by BFGoodrich has much lower maintenance requirements that other forms ofTPS used for the temperature ranges in question. Previous work [I] has demonstrated the capability of pulsed infrared thermography (PIRT) to replace conventional ultrasonic inspection for the metallic TPS systems and this work was intended to indicate where this technology could be extended to other honeycomb sandwich structures. This initial work consisted of modeling the thermographic process [2] to determine its performance on a variety of metallic honeycomb sandwich structures.
INSPECTION OF THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
The conventional method used at BFGoodrich for inspecting brazed honeycomb sandwich structures is ultrasonics, pulse echo and through transmission. The performance of this method was compared with that ofPIRT and optical inspection methods (shearography and holography) through a Probability of Detection (POD) program [I] . This was carried out on a set of 12 brazed Inconel 617 honeycomb sandwich samples with programmed (and natural) defects. Examples of data are shown in Figure I for the four selected inspection methods (shearography was found not suitable for complex parts and only holography was used for the bulk of this work). Defects can be easily seen in the ultrasonic and thermographic images but are harder to discern in the holographic image. 
Probability of Detection Calculations
In the past, characterization of inspection methods was difficult to quantify. Typically, parts would be manufactured with programmed defects and, when those programmed defects could be seen during the inspection, the method would be deemed capable. The problem with this method is that it is not quantitative and only takes account of the ultimate capability of a method. The human factors, which often dominate, are ignored.
The method of quantifying inspection capability and including human factors is Probability of Detection (POD) and it has gained widespread acceptance over the last few years. This assesses the probability of detecting defects of differing sizes and is often expressed in tenns of a POD curve. The Probability of Detection calculations used at BFGoodrich are based on the maximum likelihood estimator approach as developed by UDRI for the USAF as a draft MIL-STD [3] . The maximum likelihood estimator is a particularly useful tool for the analysis of binary (hit-miss) data such as those generated by ultrasonic, thermographic or shearographiclholographic systems. In addition to calculating the POD data themselves, an additional parameter representing the lower 95% confidence bound of the 90% POD is defined, referred to as A90/95.
INSPECTION RESULTS
A total of 12 samples were manufactured, each containing 18 programmed defects, and were inspected using each of the three methods, by two separate operators in the case of ultrasonics and thermography. The positions and sizes of the programmed defects were known but the positions and sizes of the natural defects were determined by pulse echo ultrasonic testing, as this is known to detect all defect types [I] . An equipment problem lead to the generation of poor quality ultrasonic data on one of the samples. This would normally have been immediately repeated but other priorities prevented this. Data from the affected area of that one sample were excluded from the pulse echo analysis. In the thermographic inspection, masking from the painting operation obscured some areas. As already mentioned, leaks masked some areas from holography inspection. POD curves for all three methods (using pulse echo in the case of ultrasonics) are shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen that pulse echo ultrasonic testing is the best method for very small defects «1.5 mm long) but thermography is marginally better for larger defects. As the crossover occurs very close to the 90% POD level, their detectable limits would be expected to be very similar. The results obtained for holography were markedly inferior for all defects sizes. The comparison between pulse echo ultrasonic testing and thermography is particularly interesting. The higher slope for the thermography POD curve is a result of the good signal to noise ratio obtained with this method while the cutoff at small defect sizes is a function of the number of pixels contributing to the image of a cell wall. Superior performance could be obtained from thermography by increasing the optical magnification but the area inspected would be less and the time to inspect a given area would increase.
A summary of the POD data is shown in Table I . For each method, it lists the percentage of defects found, the 90% POD (A90) and the lower 95% confidence bound for the 90% POD (A90/95). If the A90/95 values for all operators are examined, it can be seen that pulse echo ultrasonic testing and thermography produced almost identical results. The poorer performance of holography, after excluding the areas that leaked, is also evident. As a result of this work, BFGoodrich commissioned a pulsed infrared thermography system comprising a 640 x 512 pixel InSb (3-5!lm) camera with a 10 mK NETD, a maximum frame rate of 90 S-I and a 12_8 kJ, 5 ms flash system_ All control, data collection and analysis are carried out on Pentium II based computers running Windows NT and Thermal Wave Imaging EchoTherm® software. All parts are coated with a water washable black paint prior to inspection and areas of 315 x 250 mm are inspected in one image. The system has now been in use for six months and has been extremely successful. MODELING PIRT is extremely sensitive to the depth of a defect below the surface (in this case the skin thickness) and has significant practical limitations as to its range of applications. To make a preliminary determination as to the range of application in metallic honeycomb structures, modeling was performed. P4560F finite difference software was used to evaluate models containing in excess of 200 nodes and 450 thermal pathways. The model included the complete geometry of the inspection system, the temporal profile of the flash system and the properties of all materials used. Radiation, conduction and convection were all modeled and time steps varying from 10-9 to 10-4 seconds were used to ensure a maximum temperature difference between steps of 6 mK.
The model was tested against data acquired from one of the brazed honeycomb sandwich parts used in the POD study described above [2] . The braze fillets in this sample were nominal and the test data, along with the model predictions for three different fillet geometries, are shown in Figure 3 . The predicted temperature profiles across a cell wall and a node at two different times (0.102 and 0.136 seconds) matched the experimental data points (circles) extremely well. In each case the predictions for a full fillet matched the experimental data the best, correlating well with the nominal fillet dimensions that were present in the test sample. The model predicted maximum contrast at 0.102 seconds and this was confirmed in the experimental data. 6.---------------------. - Figure 6 Maximum temperature differences as a function of skin thickness.
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The model was then run for a variety of skin thicknesses in both Inconel 617 and Titanium 6242 materials. The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5 where the temperature difference is that between the skin above a cell wall and that above the center of a cell. Previous modeling had determined that the temperature of the skin above a disbond is identical to that above the center of a cell (where there is no cell wall). As expected, the data show that the thinner the skin, the higher the contrast (temperature difference).
The data can be summarized as plots of maximum temperature difference (contrast) as a function of skin thickness as shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the contrast falls rapidly with increasing skin thickness, as has been determined experimentally [4] . Theoretical considerations [5] have lead to a prediction that the contrast will be inversely proportional to the cube of the depth. For the model presented here, the contrast is proportional to the square of the skin thickness (actually proportional to the power -1.89 for both materials). The predicted variation of the time at which the maximum contrast occurs is predicted [5] to be proportional to the square of the depth but the model data in Figure 7 show that the dependence is approximately linear. It can also be seen that the materials had little effect on the model predictions, despite their thermal diffusivities varying a factor of two.
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Another parameter that was examined was that of the thickness of the material used for the manufacture of the core. In typical manufacturing, this varies from 38 to 89 Jlm and the results of the model for these core configurations, and various skin thicknesses in Titanium 6242, are shown in Figure 8 . In the range of thicknesses examined, an increase in skin thickness of 50% resulted in a decrease in the contrast of 56%. Increases in the core thicknesses (gauges) of 67% and 133% resulted in increases in the contrast of 59% and 113% respectively.
The practical limits of contrast detectability are yet to be determined but a reasonable assumption would be in the range of 25 to 50 times the Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD), which is 10 mK for this system. The maximum skin thicknesses for different core configurations in the two materials analyzed are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Table 2 that typical brazed Inconel and diffusion bonded Titanium structures with skin thicknesses ranging up to approximately 0.8 mm should be inspectable with a state of the art PIRT system such as that employed at BFGoodrich.
CONCLUSIONS
Pulsed infrared thermography has been shown to be an effective method for inspecting honeycomb sandwich structures. It has an inspection limit equivalent to that for pulse echo ultrasonic testing and can be further improved, at the expense of inspection time.
The practical limitations of pulsed infrared thermography in honeycomb sandwich structures lies in the skin thickness; thicknesses of up to 0.8 mm are predicted to be inspectable.
